ABSTRACT. Applying ideas from topological dynamics in compact metric spaces to the Stone-Cech compactification of a discrete semigroup, several new proofs of old results and some new results in Ramsey Theory are obtained. In particular, two ultrafilter proofs of van der Waerden's Theorem are given. An ultrafilter approach to "central" sets (sets which are combinatorially rich) is developed. This enables us to show that for any partition of the positive integers one cell is both additively and multiplicatively central. Also, a fortuitous answer to a question of Ellis is obtained.
1. INTRODUCTION Furstenberg and Weiss [13] proved a number of results in combinatorial partition theory (Ramsey Theory) using recurrence theorems in compact metric spaces. These methods were utilized for many additional impressive results (See [11] .)
The current authors [1, 2, 3, and 17] have utilized this algebraic structure of fJ N , the Stone-tech compactification of the set N of positive integers, to obtain other results in Ramsey Theory. (These methods go back to the GalvinGlazer proof of the finite sum theorem.) When speaking about these results, we would very often be asked "Can you prove van der Waerden's Theorem in fJ N?" It was very annoying that the answer was "No," especially since van der Waerden's Theorem was needed for many of these results. The answer is changed by the current paper, in fact we present two very different proofs of van der Waerden's Theorem (or 2 + 1/2 if we count Theorem 2.10 as 1/2).
The work here is heavily influenced by work of Furstenberg and Katznelson on a density version of the Hales-Jewett Theorem [12] . We adapt arguments originally used in the context of enveloping semigroups and apply them to fJ N . There are three main advantages to these adaptations. The first is that the resulting arguments are actually simpler than the originals. The second is that by departing from the metric situation we end up with results which are more widely applicable. The third is that, because p N has two natural algebraic structures which interact, we end up with significant strengthenings of old results.
§2 is devoted to a proof of van der Waerden's Theorem based on that in [15] and an additional short proof of the three term version. We also answer an old question of Ellis in this section. §3 consists of an introduction to the main technique for the major results by way of another, and quite short, proof of van der Waerden's Theorem. In §4 we present the major results, generalizing results from [11] to a wide class of semigroups. In § 5 we derive several corollaries, showing in particular that there is always a member of any finite partition of N which is large in both a multiplicative and additive sense. We close in §6 with a proof that our notion of "central" agrees with that from [11] for any countable semigroup.
Recall that an ultrafilter p on a set S is a set of subsets of S satisfying (i) o ~ p, (ii) S E p , (iii) A E P and A ~ B ~ S implies B E P , (iv) Given a discrete set S the points of the Stone-tech compactification pS of S are taken as the ultrafilters on S. A point s in S is identified with the ultrafilter {A ~ S: sEA}. Given A ~ S, let A = {p E pS: A E p}. The set {A: A ~ S} forms a basis for the open sets (and a basis for the closed sets) of pS. If (S, +) is a semigroup the operation can be extended to pS making (PS, +) a compact left-topological semigroup (that is, for each pEPS the function Ap defined by Ap(q) = p + q is continuous). This extension has the additional property that for each XES the function Px defined by px(q) = q + x is continuous. The operation can be characterized by the fact that, given A ~ Sand p, q E P S, A E P + q if and only if {x E S: A -x E p} E q where A -x = {y E S: y + x E A}. (If the operation is written"·" we write A/x = {y E S: y . x E A}.) In any compact left-topological semigroup, idempotents exist [8, Corollary 2.10] . See [20 or 21] for an elementary derivation of these facts.
Observe that, given any PEPS, p + pS is a right ideal which is compact. (Indeed, p + pS is the continuous image of pS under Ap.) Consequently one easily establishes via a routine Zorn's Lemma argument that any right ideal contains a minimal right ideal which is compact. We remark that not every right ideal is of the form p + pS. (For example, the smallest two-sided ideal of P N is not closed [16, Corollary 3.10] .) On the other hand, any minimal right ideal R is representable in this form. Indeed if q E R, then q + pS ~ R + pS ~ R while q + pS is a right ideal so R = q + pS .
We will need the following result.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 1.1 Lemma. Let In fJ N , the distributive laws fail badly. However, a special case does hold.
1.2 Lemma. Let The first infinite cardinal is w = N u {O}. Given a cardinal A we will sometimes write [XJ" = {A <;;;; X: IAI = A} and [X]<A = {A <;;;; X: IAI < ),}.
VAN DER WAERDEN'S THEOREM-

ApPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS TO EQUATIONS
The first proof of van der Waerden's Theorem which we present is an adaptation of the proof in [15, §6.1] . (This proof was itself adapted from [13] .) The proof there uses metric space properties strongly and fJ N is not metrizable (see [14, 14N] ). We replace the notion of "closeness" by equivalence modulo a partition.
2.1
Definition. Also important to the proof in [15] is the notion of a minimal dynamical system. This notion is replaced by that of a minimal right ideal. Proof. Suppose the assertion is wrong. Then for any n there exists qn' rn E R such that qn + t ¢ rn (mod g') for all t E {I, 2, ... , n}. Let p be any nonprincipal ultrafilter on N. Let q = p-lim nEN qn and r = p-lim nEN rn .
Choose A E g' with A E r. Then A is a neighborhood of rand r E R = cl{q + n: n E N} so there exists to E N with q + to EA. Now p-lim nEN qn = q and A -to E q so {n E N: A -to E qn} E p. Likewise p-lim nEN rn = rand A E r so {n E N: A Ern} E p. We may thus choose n > to with A -to E qn and A E rn' But then
contradicting our supposition. D 2.4 Lemma. Let R be a minimal right ideal of (fiN, +), let q E R, n E N and define q -n = {A -n:
Proof. It is routine to verify that q -n is an ultrafilter (using the fact that q is nonprincipal). Now q E R = q + fiN so pick r E fiN such that q = q + r. One easily sees that r E fi N \ N (since no congruence class mod (m + 1) could be in both q and q + m for mEN). Thus r -n E fiN \ N. Finally one routinely verifies that (q+r)-n=q+(r-n) so that q-nEq+fiN=R. D The current proof in fact provides something stronger than van der Waerden's Theorem; one is allowed to choose the increment from any prescribed set of finite sums. (This is not new. It is derivable from the Hales-Jewett theorem and is explicitly in [11] .) For B ~ N, we write FS(B) = {EF: F is a finite nonempty subset of B}.
The statements defined below depend on the right ideal R as well as on I. We suppress reference to R since it will remain fixed.
2.5 Definition. Let IE NU{O} and let R be a minimal right ideal of (fiN, +). such that do -< d and for each i E {I, 2, ... , I}, s ~ q + id (mod g')."
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The result we are after is that for all I S(I) holds. This is accomplished by the next two lemmas. In these, an e -c5 argument has been replaced by a mechanism for producing appropriately finer partitions. The use of the letters g' and g in these proofs is intended to be suggestive of this replacement. Let a partition ~ = g'o and infinite B ~ N be given and let n = I~I , the number of cells of ~.
Continuing in this way, we have for i E {I , 2, ... , l} :
where, for j E {a, 1, .
Since n = I~I , we pick by the pigeonhole principle some t, m with 1 ::s: t < 
Also observe that, given r E fJ Nand B C; N, B E r + 2p if and only if {n EN; B -2n E r} E p .
Since A E P + 2p, B E P and since 
Suppose that q + p = q + 2p and pick i E {O, 1, 2, 3} such that Ai E q + p.
Then {x EN: Ai -x E q} E P and {x EN: Ai -2x E q} E P so pick x E N with Ai -x E q and Ai -2x E q. Pick m such that x < 3 m and pick
as a simple consideration of cases on g(t) and hx(t) shows, hv+x(t) =I-
.
We also observe that Theorem 2.11 provides a negative answer to a question of Ellis (in unpublished lecture notes). It is a fact [11, Proposition 2.6] that given a compact metric space X and continuous T: X -+ X , there exist x and sequence (nk)~l so that x = limk--><Xl Tnk(x) = limk--><Xl T 2n k(X). The question is whether a similar result must hold in any compact Hausdorff space.
Since any infinite closed subset of P N contains a copy of P N [14, 6&6] no sequence in P N converges unless it is constant. Accordingly, we replace the notion of limk--><Xl Tnk(X) with the notion of p-lim nEN Tn(x) (Definition 2.2).
Corollary. Define T: pN -+ pN by T(p)
= p + 1. Let p, q E PN.
Then p-lim nEN Tn(q) =I-p-lim nEN T2n(q).
Proof. We show here that p-lim nEN T2n(q) = q + 2p (which is not q + p by Theorem 2.11). Indeed,let AEq+2p. Let B={XEN:A-xEq} so that BE 2p and hence BI2 E p. Then BI2 ~ {n: T2n(q) E"A} so {n: T2n(q) E A} E P as required.
Similarly q + p = p-lim nEN Tn(q). 0 
A SHORT PROOF OF VAN DER WAERDEN'S THEOREM-AN INTRODUCTION TO CENTRAL SETS
The rest of the results of this paper are based on a simple construction of Furstenberg and Katznelson. Even though a strong version of van der Waerden's Theorem is one of the consequences of the general construction, we present a proof here to introduce the technique without some of the complications involved in the more general results. (Also, we believe this is the simplest proof of van der Waerden's Theorem to date.)
The motivation for the term "central" comes from the definition and results of [11, Chapter 8] . For a discussion of the relationship between these notions see §6 . Although we will not use this fact, it is worth noting that the union of all minimal right ideals of a compact left topological semigroup is a two-sided ideal which is the smallest two sided ideal. (See [26] or [5] .) This ideal is customarily called the minimal ideal. Thus p is a minimal idempotent if and only if it is an idempotent in the minimal ideal.
It is well known that the relation defined by q :::; p if and only if q = q + p = p + q is a partial order on the idempotents of T. (See [5] .) It is also well known that an idempotent is in the minimal ideal if and only if it is minimal with respect to this order. Since this latter fact is important to us, and has an easy proof, we shall prove it.
Lemma. Let (T, +) be a compact left-topological semigroup.
(a) Let p be any idempotent of T. There is a minimal idempotent q of T with q :::; p.
(b) Let p and q be idempotents of T with p minimal and q :::; p. Then q =p.
Proof. (a) Since p + T is a right ideal of T it contains a minimal right ideal
R which has an idempotent t. (Then R = t + T .) Let q = t + p and note that
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (b) (Of course, had we defined "minimal" in terms of ::; this statement would be a complete triviality.) Pick a minimal right ideal R such that pER.
The proof of the following lemma is completely routine and we omit it.
Lemma. Let T, and T2 be compact left topological semigroups. Then T, x T2 with the product topology and coordinatewise operations is a compact left topological semigroup. Further if x E T" Y E T 2 , P x: T, -+ T, and
We are now ready to outline the general procedure which we will follow in this and the next section. We start with a fixed lEN and a discrete semigroup S and let T = (pS)1 (which is by Lemma [12] . We now display the definitions of E* and J* which are relevant for van der Waerden's Theorem (with the understanding that the definitions will become "inoperative" at the end of the section). 
Lemma. E is a compact left topological semigroup and J is a (two-sided) ideal of E.
Proof. The topological conclusions are inherited from T. 
Since I is a left ideal of E, I n R 1= 0. (Indeed, pick x E I and y E R . Then y + x E I n R .) Since I is a right ideal of E, and 0 1= I n R S; R, I n R = R. But then pEl as required. 
Proof. Pick a minimal idempotent p in P N with
A E p. Let p = (p , p , ... , p) . . Then pEl and A x A x ... x A is a neighborhood of p so pick a, dEN with (a, a + d, a + 2d, ... , a + (1-l)d) E A x A x ... x A. 0
CENTRAL SETS IN SEMIGROUPS
Using the methods from §3 we produce here a version of [11, Proposition 9.21] which is applicable to a wide class of semigroups. For convenience, we give this class a name. Unlike the situation in §3, it is no longer obvious that / =I-0.
Proof. Since T is compact and / = n:;':l clT(X~+1 n /*), it suffices to let n E N and show X~+l n /* =I-0. (Note that each Xn+l ~ X n .) Pick a E X n . It is enough to produce finite non empty F ~ N such that for each 
To this end, we may assume F =1= 0 and G =1= 0. * a E uonuln·· ·nu,nx n . Then (a, a, . .. , a) E (UOxU I x· ··xU,)n(X n nE).
The proof the second assertion is identical to the proof of Lemma 3.7. 0 The following theorem, the major result of this section, corresponds to Proposition 8.21 of [11] (except in one detail-see Theorem 4.12). 
and p-
A2 E P with A2 ~ X II +, n B, and (A 2 ) ~ V\ .
At step n of the induction, having chosen An' B n _, , X n-" a n _, , U n _" V n _" H n _, and t n _" we proceed in an identical fashion. That is, we have
is a neighborhood of p = p + p so we pick a neighborhood Un of p with A n +, ~ XI +, n Bn and (A n +,) ~ V n · Observe that n max H n _, < min Hn' Indeed, let k = max H n _, and let t = tn_I' Now
Thus i+'lcp(a n ) and i+'lcp(a n + It would be nicer if, for example, (N, .) were a pre-natural semigroup (or if the set of all nonzero polynomials over an integral domain were a pre-natural semigroup under multiplication). We conclude this section with two corollaries to Theorem 4.11 which do allow us to work with such semigroups which are almost pre-natural. We claim that J is an ideal of pS. To see this, let q E pS and r E J.
Since J is an ideal and R is a right ideal, J n R =I-0 and hence J n R is a right ideal of J. Pick a minimal right ideal R* of J with R* ~ J n R. By [4, 11.1.8] R* is a right ideal of pS and hence R* = R so R ~ J and R is a minimal right ideal of J as required. 0 Our last corollary applies to any pre-natural semigroup with an identity adjoined-most conspicuously to (N, .) . It allows exactly the same conclusion as Theorem 4.11 with only the additional assumption that our hypothesized sequences are one-to-one. Proof. There is some kEN such that for each i E {I , 2, ... , l}, (Yi, n):k is a sequence in J so Corollary 4.13 applies. 0
PROPERTIES OF CENTRAL SETS
We derive here some consequences of Theorem 4.11. We first observe that an analogue of van der Waerden's Theorem holds in any pre-natural semigroup is a pre-natural semigroup. Using this fact we obtain an m-dimensional version of van der Waerden's Theorem due to Grunwald (in [25] ). For example, with m = 2 let 1=8 and for each n E N let x',n = (n, 0), x 2 ,n = (2n, 0),
and Xg,n = (2n, 2n). Then applying Theorem 4.11 we get that each central set in w 2 \ {(O, O)} contains a lattice as drawn: , b+2d) (a+d, b+2d) (a+2d, b+2d) (
Likewise using I = 15, one gets 4 x 4 lattices and so on, (Of course Theorem 4.11 applied here says more. It yields a system of lattices and all of their sums.)
We now turn our attention to deriving a version of Deuber's (m, p, c)-sets Theorem ( [6] , or see [15, §3.3] ). The Our proof was suggested in the last paragraph of [11, Chapter 8] . The definition of (m, p, c)-set which we give below differs from that in [6 and 15] (and for that matter from [1] ) in two respects. A trivial difference, for our notational convenience, is to require the coefficient c last rather than first. The other difference is that we restrict the coefficients to {I, 2, ... , p} rather than to {-p, -p, + 1, .,. , p -1, p}. We shall point out after the definition why this difference is not substantive. The reason for using the different restrictions is that we want to consider the possibility of extending the (m, p, c)-set Theorem to arbitrary pre-natural semigroups, in which case -Ix and -2x may not make sense. (It will turn out not to be possible to adapt our proof, but we want this impossibility to be for substantive reasons.) Proof. Pick a minimal idempotent q with A E q. Note that, as in the proof of Lemma 4.6, Nn E q for each n. We prove the theorem by induction on m.
For m = 1, since q+q = q and AnNc E q, pick by Lemma 4.5 One of the major combinatorial advantages of working with P N is the existence of two interacting operations. We see here that this interaction applies also to central sets.
Theorem. Let M = cl{p: p is a minimal idempotent in (P N, +)}. Then M is a right ideal of (PN, .).
Proof. Let q EM, let r E PN, and let A E q . r. We need to show there is some minimal idempotent of (PN, +) in A. Now {x E N: A/x E q} E r so pick x E N with A/x E q. Since q EM, pick a minimal idempotent p of (PN, +) with A/x E p. Then A E p·x. Also by Lemma 1.2, p·x+p·x = p·x.
To complete the proof we need to show that p. x is minimal, that is that p. x is in some minimal right ideal of (P N, +). Since p·x = p·x+p·x E p·x+ pN , it suffices to show p. x + P N is a minimal right ideal. Now p is in some minimal right ideal Rand p + P N S;; R + P N S;; R so p + pN = R. To see that p. x + pN is a minimal right ideal we use Lemma 1.1. Let B S;; N and assume there is some n E N with B -n E p . x. We need to produce a finite F S;; N such that for each YEN, ( 
Pick nEN with B-nEp,x and pick iE{O, I, ... ,x-l} such that
Pick kEN with F S;; {I , 2, . " , k} and let G = {I, 2, ... , (k + 1) . x}. We claim that for each YEN, (U zEG B -z) -yEp' x. To this end, let YEN and pick
Pick s E {I , 2, ... , x} such that ax = y + s. Then In [1] we established the existence of a "combinatorially large"ultrafilter in fi N , deducing that some cell of any finite partition of N satisfies a long list of combinatorial statements. We show here, in Theorem 5.6, that we may choose a combinatorially large ultrafilter such that each member of q is central in (N, +) and in (N,·). We thus add both the additive and multiplicative versions of Theorem 4.11 to our list of combinatorial conclusions about one cell of a partition.
B+i-ax-tx = (B-(tx-i+s))-y S;; (U-B-z)-y so (U-
It would take us too far afield to include all of the definitions from [1] . The reader who wants to follow the proof of Theorem 5.6 will need to have a copy of [1] available. Proof. It is well known (see for example [22, Corollary 2.6] ) that each right ideal in (P w, +) has 2 c idempotents.
Let R be a right ideal in (P N , .). We may presume R is a minimal right ideal (since R contains a minimal right ideal). Define rp: N ---> w by rp(x) is the length of the prime factorization of x. Then (jJ is a homomorphism from (N, .) onto (w, +). By a theorem of Milnes [24] (or see [22] ), the continuous extension rpP: pN ---> pw is a homomorphism from (PN,·) onto (pw, +).
is a right ideal of (pw, +) and hence contains 2 c idempotents. It thus suffices to show that if q E P and q + q = q, then 
For each n> 1,let An=Bn.a(n)\U~:/Bi,a(i) and let Al =N\U:2 An · Observe that B I , a(l) ~ A I . Then each An E p n hence is as required. 0
THE NOTIONS OF "CENTRAL"
We were motivated to call members of minimal idempotents "central" when we found out we could prove Theorem 4.11 which is, as we have seen a generalization of [11, Proposition 8.21] , a result about "central" sets in N. We establish here that the similar results obtained are not a coincidence. In fact, for a countable semigroup 5, the notions coincide.! (One of the two implications involved is due to B. Weiss.)
We are grateful to Dennis Davenport who pointed out that we need not restrict ourself to commutative semigroups.
We first recall some definitions (following [11] in generalizing the notion to arbitrary semigroups). (c) A point y in X is uniformly recurrent if and only if for each neighborhood U of y, {s E 5: Ts (y) E U} is syndetic.
In [11] , the definition of "central" applied only to subsets of N. However, a verbatim application is meaningful in any semigroup. We denote this notion here by "*-central." In showing that *-central sets are central, the main tool is the notion of enveloping semigroup developed by Ellis [7 and 9] . Given a dynamical system (X, (TS)SES) one takes the set x X of all functions from X to X under composition with the product topology and lets E = cl{Ts: s E 5}. Then E is a compact right topological semigroup. That is, for each fEE, the function Let U be a neighborhood of y and let A = {s E S: Ts(x) E U}. Now rpp(p)(x) = f(x) = fry) = y and y E U so n;I[U] is a neighborhood of rpp(p). Pick BE P such that rpP(B] ~ n;I [U] . We claim that B ~ A so that A E p. Let s E B . Then Ts En; 1 [U] so sEA. 0 The notion of "central" is closed under supersets while it is not obvious that the corresponding statement holds for "*-central". Accordingly we asked (with S as the natural numbers under addition): "Given a central set A in S must there be a *-central set B with B ~ A?" This question was answered in the affirmative by B. Weiss. We are grateful to him for permission to present As we remarked earlier, it is not obvious that the notion of *-central is closed under supersets. It is, however, true, at least for countable semigroups. Proof. A is *-central so by Theorem 6.8, A is central. Pick a minimal idempotent p in pS with A E P . Then B E P so B is central so by Theorem 6.11, B is *-central. 0 We also see that (for countable semigroups) in the definition of *-central, it suffices to work with one concrete dynamical system. 6.14 Corollary. Let S be a countable semigroup and let X and (~)sES be as in the proof of Theorem 6.11. Let A <:::; S. Then A is *-central if and only if
